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More Book and Movie Recommendations by Randy Malloy
We have watched so many movies in the past
3-4 months that it is diﬃcult to single out any
one. however, here are a few i liked in the recent
past:
“The Independents”:a sweet tribute to the many
insanely talented musicians out there who have
never had a chance to improve their financial
situation by being rewarded for their talent,
mostly because of the lack of a lucky break. A
weird little film that is funny and entertaining.
“Trespassing Bergman” docudrama about
prominent film people (Coppola, Landis, Dinero,
Craven, Allen, etc.) who visit Bergman’s home on
a secluded island 80 miles oﬀ the coast of
Denmark. I enjoyed it, Indra thought it was boring
and pretentious.
“Judas and the Black Messiah”: a searing
commentary on the civil rights struggle of the 60’s
and 70’s with a killer ending.
Brittany Runs a Marathon”: a little film about body
image, friendship, coming back from adversity,
and recovery.
“Nomad Land”: a searing pseudo documentary
about a group of people who “ are not homeless,
we just don’t have a house.” Great Oscar worthy
performance by Francis McDormand.
One of our all-time best
fans of the Chorale Sarita
Head is in Anchor Lodge
recovering from a severe
burn accident.
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“Promising Young Woman”: McDormand’s
competition from Kerry Mulligan for the Oscar:
ultimate revenge flick.
“Malcom and Marie”: a “must see” for any
married couple who thinks they are the only ones
who can stay up all night arguing about topics
insignificant and relationship breaking. Men should
check their male egos at the door.
I am also in the middle of reading the sci-fi trilogy
from Cixin Liu “The Three Body Problem”: a
fascinating but complicated tome about the future
invasion of earth by an alien civilization. Very
involved reading!
Indra says she will submit her list in a few days. Or
weeks. Or months.
One more book: “Quiet on her Bones” a murder
mystery set in New Zealand about the discovery of
the narrator’s mother’s body who disappeared ten
years in the past.
One more movie that is a must see: “Another
Round” a danish film about four high school
teachers who decide to test a theory that humans
are naturally about .05% alcohol deficient. to test
the theory, they drink all during the day, stopping
at 8:00 pm. you can guess the rest. do not, under
any circumstance, miss the final 15 minutes of this
film. a real gem.o my eternal shame, the night we
watched this movie, i woke indra at 3:00 am just
so i could rewatch the final 15 minutes, not only
once, but TWICE.

